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THE

CDLUMBIA
COLLEGE
Cutting through the delays
By Lisa Ramirez and

Kandance DeSadier
~

Columbia's financial aid office is
bogged down by delays, a shortage
of trained staff and an overload of
unprocessed student flies.
"The trouble appears to stem from
lastDecember'sdepanureoffinancial aid advisor Walter Jefferson.
The office, sources and students
say, has been able to neither catch
up nor fill the void.
"We were in a dilemma when
Walter left," said Financial Aid
Director John Olino.
Olino would not comment on
Jefferson's departure. Jefferson
could not be reached for commenL
"I am concerned about students
not being seen or not having their
applications evaluated," Olino
said. "but I understand that my advisors have been given an increased
worldoad and have only so much
time in the day."
Columbia senior Michele Deckard said that when she went to see
Jeffenon, she was referred to an
alternative advisor, Hazel Hozmer.
Hozmer was on vacation, however.
According to Declcard, she was
forced to wait for days until Hozmer returned from vacation before
she could tum in her application.
But that apparently didn't solve
the problem. Dec1card said Hozmer
could not process her application
until she completed a bacldog of
student files which filled two
boxes.
"I had to call her up and nag her
so that she could pull my me fromthe bottom of the box and process
it," Declcard said.
Declcard isn't alone. Other students told the Chronicle that they,

too, were often left with alternative
advisors who were uninformed and
offered confusing reasons for
delays.
On the other side, financial aid
advisors say that shouldn't happen.
If the assigned advisor or alternative advisor is out, a student can
leave the application with one of
the other advisors.
Columbia recently took our three
advertisements in the Chicago
Tribune for a new advisor. So far,
Olino has interviewed 10 applicants, but hasn'tchosen one yeL
Until then, the remaining four advisors will have to deal with the
increased workloads while students bear the delays.
According to Olino, the original
set-up of the financial aid office
consisted of five advisors who advised students alphabetically by
last name.
Hozmer had A-C; Walter Jefferson, D-H; Debra Gaitia, 1-Mc;
Jorge Cordova, M-R; and Diane
Brazier S-Z.
Olino said Jefferson's students
were divided among the remaining
advisors, leaving Hozmer with D's,
Braizer withE's and F's, Cordova
with G's and Gaitia with H's.
Olino said that the addition increased each advisor's worldoad by
one-third.
Once Jefferson was gone, it took
Olino and the other advisors nearly two weelcs to organize and clear
Jefferson's files.
When advisors had to figure out
which applications were processed
or not, the delays doubled.
"We are not perfect," Olino said:
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Photo by Penny Lawrence

Bulidmg custodian worker Louis Smith points out the graffiti on the mirror and walls of the men's
bathroom on the eighth floor of the Wabash buDding.

Graffiti problem marking up Columbia
By Grisel Y. Acosta
Cormpondmt

Columbia is known as a college
that is proud of the creativity unleashed in its buildings, regardless
of the art form .
But the art that now mars many
of the school's hall ways, elevators,
staircases and bathrooms is neither
creative nor a source of pride.
"I'm so used to seeing it all over
the place that it doesn't even bother
me anymore," said student Lorenzo Cathran. According to Cathran,
graffiti is not a major problem at
Columbia "I don't know what can
be done, or if you can even stop
something Jilce that. There•s other
stuff that Columbia could be keeping its eye on."
On the other hand, ali students
pay a price for graffiti.
Martha Meegan, director of administrative services, said that
cleaning up the vandalism is costly
and creates an inconvenience to
maintenance worlcers and students.
"We wind up pai_nting the elevators

every two months," Meegan said.
"It's sad that we have to do this
because we end up having to turn
off the elevators."
According to Director of Building Services Larry Dunn, there is
more graffiti some weelcs than
others and it is more rampant in the
heavily populated buildings. "It
talces a lot of labor to clean it up,
which talces time away from the
cleaning company people," Dunn
said. "I consider it a problem in that

sense.•'

Students should consider it a
problem, too, especially since
school maintenance is funded by
tuition.
The University of lilinois at
Chicago has minimal problems
with graffiti, despite its large student population and the school's
location in a high-crime area.
"We have 24-hour campus
police patrols, pius student patrols
and security officers who cover the
hospital and the dormitories," said
Ed Tate, director of the school's
public affairs bureau.

Granted, UIC is a much larger
college that needs all those services. Still, it may be helpful to
have more than a security guard or
two at each Columbia building.
"If you had a guard patrolling ail
the time, you stili wouldn't catch
the vandals," Meegan said. "We
have to ask for ali of Columbia to
help us be the eyes and ears. After
all, it's your dollars and cents."
Meegan added that she would love
it if students volunteered their services and enacted a student patrol
lilce UIC, but she thinlcs aslcing the
whole comm unity to keep a
lookout is more effective. "It is
unrealistic to thinlc a guard would
really help."
But is it safe for untrained students to repon vandalism? What if
the graffiti artists are not Columbia
students? "I believe it's students,"
Meegan said.
"If students are paying close to

See Graffiti
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Teacher of the Year Award nominations
By Diana Lopez

Corrtspondmt

Columbia studeab stud Ia llae to sip Ia aad speak with the
tlaaadal aid couaselor.

It has been some years since
Columbia publicly recognized one
of its outstanding instructors. This
year, however, students and faculty are once again given the
opportunity to nominate the
teacher of their choice for the
Teacher of the Year Award.
Three years ago, Sears Roebuck
and Co. funded money to different
colleges in the United States to
help improve teaching while also
identifying an excellent educator
with the Teacher Exeellence Program. The Columbia College
Teaching and Learning Community then decided to create the
Teacher of the Year Award.
According to Associate

Academic Dean Christine Somer ville. the selection process
consists of various steps. President
John B. Duff first sends out a letter
to students to select an instructor
~ho _instilled a particularly posiuve unpact on their studies and
careers. The student must write a
letter to the president explaining
such influence and state why they
think that educator should be
rewarded.
After all nominations have been
made, the alumni office will refer
the nominations to Columbia
alums and aslc them for further
comments on any of the nominated
faculty. Thedean's office will also
send letters to all Coiumbia facui ty
and department chairs inviting
each of them to write a letter on
behalf of one of the nominees.

"It's not going to be simply a
tallying of votes, but gives
everyone a chance to comment on
the teacher of their choice, " Somerville said.
The election will be made by two
students, three faculty members
and a chairperson. They will read
all the letters and elect the teacher
of the year. Not only will it be
based on the number of letters
received, but on the quality and
content of them.
The award will be presented at the
end of this semester or at the beginning of the fall, 1994 semester.
Students are aslced to submit letters
of their nominated teachers to the
president by April!.
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From extincttonewartform

the public to have 8CCell •
Center.
~\(:cording to Rachel 'Mill, If
the Cottege Relations oftk:e. ....._

By Jon Bigness
Corr<spondml

a really old art fonn thM ..._ fta.
dustrialization toot bold, ll W
vanished and by the IUnl ol 61
century, had become exdDct.

Students in the public relations program with a 3.5 grade pointavelllge
or better we~e sent a letter last week from John Tarini, the marketing
and communications department chair, urging them to submit applications for internships.
If you didn't get a letter, you can expect a visit in one of your p.r.
classes, anyway.
:
"We arc now in the midst of going around and talking to allour
students regarding submitting their applications in for internships
early," said Ron Wincrman, of the marketing and communications
depanmcnt. "We're looking to get applications for the summe!l
semester so I can get students out interviewing right after spring break."
To be eligible for p.r. internships, students must have been enrolled at
Columbia for two semesters, completed 60 credit hours, including 21
hours in their core curriculum, and have at least a 3.0 G.P.A.
Seniors who have not yet done an internship, or those who arc close
to a 3.0 G.P.A., should see Winerman to discuss the possibility of an
internship. "We would like to get everybody doing at least one internship in their college career," Wincrman said, "because of the
imponance of on-the-job experience."
One international p.r. fmn that can provide valuable on-the-job experience is Burson-Marsteller. Patty Langowski, director of human
resources for their Chicago office, said the qualities she looks for in an
applicant arc good grades, outstanding writing slcills and involvement
in extracurricular activities.
"Columbia has a great reputation," Langowslci said. "What I have seen
so far from Columbia students is that they arc very qualified and of very

''This is of growing iarenatollll
country. It is now eatertna • • •
form ," Sward said. "Bvea ...
Library of Congreu lw decided ID
dedicate a section to ar1ill boob.•
Two classes were offeleel Ia 1111
spring for credit, the art of PI&*
and the book as image.
"I've learned a lot,• said art maJor
Patty Encarnacion. "It is really iDteresting. It may be a lillie 111e11y
and a bit wet, but it•avery cliffaaL
It's easy and you can~
It's a nice feeling to create )'Oaf
own paper."
There is a complete aclledule of

high caliber."

There is a lot of competition for Burson-Marsteller's summer internship program. Langowski said she receives about 200 resumes from
students at2S diffeJenl universities and only three or four interns arc
hired. Burson-Marsteller only accepcs applications for their summer Marilyn Sward (left), director of the Paper Arb Program, assists
internship program in December to allow time for interviewing and Steffaal Gamer with her papermaldag project.

testing.
There are, of course, many other opportunities throughout the Chicago

area.
"Wegetalotofsmallpublicrelations companies-one ortwopeople
operations- that are always looking for help," Winerman said. "Companies that always look for interns from us are Daniel]. Edelman, which
is a very big operation, and Margie Korshalc's operation because they
essentially didn't pay their interns."
Winerman said that he has pointed out to these companies that they
have a better chance of getting an intern if they compensate the students.
Most of the companies have come through.
"I probably have about 150 companies each semester that are looking
for interns," Winerman said, "and I would say that I'm running 60 to
70 percent paid positions now."
But Winerman has a problem: "I cannot find enough interns to fiJI all
of the positions that I have available," he said.
Winerman also suggests that p.r. students who arc interested in landing an internship should be computer literate. He said most of the
internships require some kind of computer or word processing experience, so students should get their computer credit requirements out
or the way early.
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Fewer trees would die if all our
paper was made by the new
Columbia College Chicago Center
for the Book and Paper Arts. The
Center is involved in creating
handmade paper and preparing
book binding as an art form.
The merger of Paper Press and
Artists Book Works came together
operating under Columbia to form
the new center.
"Handpapermaking gives us the
opportunity to examine a common
material in an artistic and ellpressive way. After the experience, one
never looks at a sheet of paper in
the same way again," said Marilyn
Sward, the director of the Center
and Paper Press co-founder.

WE'LL HELP
YOU EARN
$30,000 FOR
COLLEGE.

~r J-tE

COLUMBIA
COLLEGE
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By Laura Otto
514/fWriltr

t~ nf th•

Now the Army can help
you earn more than ever
before for college, if you
qualify ... up to $30,000
with the Montgomery GI
Bill Plus the Army College Fund.
This could be the perfect opportunity to earn
money you need for college and develop the
qualities that will help
you succeed once you get
there.
For more information,
call your local Army
Recruiter.

Call (312) 922-5925

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU
CAN BE.

The Center occupies the entire
seventh floor of the Pakula Building, 218 S. Wabash, which has
been completely renovated. The
12,000-square-feet loft includes
wet and dry paper areas,leUelpf'CSS
printing and bookbinding rooms, a
darkroom, a resource room, a
1,000 square foot gallery and rental
studio spaces.
"The large amount of gallery
space is truly unique for the book
and paper arts," said Suzanne
Cohan-Lange, chairperson of
Columbia's Interdisciplinary Arts
Program.
The former Artists Book Works
and Paper Press were separated
and only a small place was
provided for each. The new center
has combined the two and offers
r.tuch more space.
fueled under the Interdisciplinary Arts Program, classes can be

new classes and commDaitJ
workshops such as beginningbiDding, in which a studeat can llllke a
multi-section hard cover blat
book. Students can llllke Pll*
using flowers or seaweed ill die
Japanese handpapermakiag willa
exotic fibers clau. Weekead
workshops offer counea IlllliDa
from box-making to decoralift
floor coverings.
" This is the only colleae cw
university in the U.S. to offer die
complete services and ~
found at Columbia's aew ~:
Sward said.
Handpapermaking is a fairlJ
simple process but like ay adler
art form, Sward said, it tatea W.
to perfect it.
Sumita Goel, paiatiag priat
major, who is takillg a clasllbil
semester said,"lt'a a great cllla. l
always wanted to Jcnow abcJIIl
handpapennaking. It's IOIIIdbia&
new and, as a painting print lllljar,
it helps in understanding die
process involved.•
Every six weets, an artist' s c:xhibition will be held in the plkrJ
of the new center. A public~
lion, April IS, marts lbe p..t
opening of the Center with a Ill
exhibition by Olicago boot 1Ri1t
William Drendell and Iowa badpapennaker Richard Hungerford.
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ENGLAND

SUMMER ABROAD '94 means
ncltlng courses In Film, Photo,
English History, Humanities/
Literature that get you
Involved with England and
the English. Counes have
no prerequisites and count
toward your cort coune
requirements.
Places are &olng, SO act
now before you·get left
bthlndl
•·or cost, count lnform•tlon. •nd
1ppllntlon.
Contut: JEANNE BORUTA
Dun of Student1 Oftkto
6l.l S. W•bu h, Room 301
(Jil) 66J-1600 ut. 22 1
or HARRY PARSON
Ac•demlc Advlllna
Room WJOO nt. 611
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Wbobeis:
Bill Hayashi, of Columbia's liberal education depanment. was born
in California. Right after his birth, Pearl Harbor was attacked and his
family was placed in a relocation camp. This experience caused him to
feel ashamed of his Japanese roots. "It really left this big impression on
me about how it wasn' tcool to be Japanese. I never learned Japanese;
I wouldn't go to Japanese Sunday school; I wouldn't date Asian
women." But he has since explored his roots and recently married
Kiyomi, a Japanese woman, who gave birth to their son, Kiyoshi,last
year.
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The KKK and nazis are on the attack!
April 2: the KKK will hold a rally on the State House steps in Inianapolis, Indiana
May 7: the KKK will hold a rally on the State House steps in Springfield, Illinois
June 11 : the KKK will hold a rally in Rockford, Illinois - to be preceded by a crossburning on private land

We must stop them!
These racist hate groups can be stopped, but only if we organize against them.
Come to a meeting to help us oppose the Klan and the nazis this spring:
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Date: Wed., March 30
Place: Room 31 7 - Wabash Building, Columbia College

For more information, call: 549-9494
Midwest Network to Stop the Klan and the International Socialist Club

His teaching car eer:
Hayashi taught at Roosevelt University, but then pursued work at
other institutions. "I felt that in my teaching I wasn't dealing with the
wholeness of a person, so I started training as a psychotherapist.: That
training brought him to a job teaching at Central YMCA Community
College in a program called "Quest for Identity," where he taught
speech to approximately 20 lcids and gave them group therapy. "In
certain ways, it was the deepest teaching experience I ever had because
there wasn 'tany division between what the kids were learning and their
lives."
What be teaches at Columbia:
Hayashi now teaches: philosophy oflove, mystical consciousness and
fllm inquiry on maleness and manhood. "The goal of my courses is
really transformation rather than knowledge and information."
Philosophy of love covers many aspects of love, such as friendships,
family and romantic relationships, but its main theme is the relationship
to the inner self or self-love. In mystical consciousness, the students
deal with the relationship between the small self and the universal self.
The men's course deals with ways in which men feel limited by gender
scripting. "Women have been taking the course, too and it's been
valuable for them to see that just as women have felt pressure to
conform to limiting roles, so have men."
His attitude about Columbia:
"I feel that Columbia is a great home and it is a great privilege to be
teaching here because the students are very open and creative. There is
something about choosing a field like communications or the arts that
causes people to have their own vision about what they want to be and
they are already in touch with this yearning to be true to themselves.
This makes it much easier to teach what I teach because students
immediately grok it." The word "grok," commonly used in Hayashi' s
classes, means the difference between just knowing something in the
mind and truly knowing it with the fullness of your being.
His mottos:
Joseph Campbell: "Follow your own bliss."
Shakespeare's Hamlet: " Be true to thine own self."
Plans for the future:
"My feeling is that Columbia will be the place that I retire from." Other
than continuing his teacJ»ng, Hayashi would like to take his son to
Japan and expose him to its culture. He continues to write regularly for
periodicals and he attributes his happiness to his personal guru.

By Grisel Y. Acosta
Corrtspondmt
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PboiO by Verooica Dnke

The Community Medla Workshop met Thursday, Man:h 17, to discuss health care reform. Included
in the pueUsts (left) Claudia Fecan, M.D. of Ph)'11clans for National Health Program; Nanette Silva,
of Women's Health Initiative, Chicago Foundation For Women; Lon Berkeley, Executive Director of
the Dllnols Primary Health Care Association; and Thom Clark, President of Community Media
Workshop.

"There are times when students an<l
their files will fall through the
cracks.
"But I'm proud of the way the
staff is working with the added
work and pressure. The bottom line
is to not let the swdents get hun
fmancially." he said.
Olino said advisors took the time

to reprocess each student's tmancial aid me to minimize problems
at regisuation time.
"In some cases. restriction letters
were sent to students who weren't
suppose to get them," he said.

Graffiti
frompagel
four grand for tuition, their artistic
talents should stay in the class·
room," said Columbia student,
Benny Acevedo. "If it's outside
people, the security should be
more aware of iL"
Regardless of the graffiti's
90UI'ce, it remains an embarrass·
m ent. "The sad part is that
Columbia encourages artistic ex-

pression and we would love 10 Slle
graffiti artists' work done in more
consb'UCtive ways," Meegan said.
"Hopefully, our college will teach
thaL"

READ THE

By Kenneth Dickens
Spons Rqarter

March madness is up 10 a higher degree with several teams left in the

race 10 the Final Four, which will be held in Charlotte, North Carolina
oo April 2. The two remaining teams will then play for the national
championship in Charlotte on April4.
The heavy favorite 10 repeat as national champions going in10 the
tournament was North Carolina but they received an early exit courtesy
of Boston College.
Now, one loss will separate the men from the boys, or the "Big Dog"
from the pups. One thing is for certain though, no team will represent
Illinois in the "big" dance. Like lhe old saying goes, ''Wait until next
year."
The 10urnament has been upsetting so far wilh many favored teams
losing (including my California Bears) and underdogs malcing !heir
presence felL But lhe game would not be exciting wilhout a liUie parity
now and lhen.
In last week's column, ! gave my Final Four piclcs. Ok, ok, go easy
oo me. I still have two of my original piclcs left: Arkansas and Ariwna.
Here are my revised piclcs for who is going in10 lhe regional semifmals and by lhe time lhis column comes out. lhe Final Four will be
determined.
Ariwna has more of an up-tempo game than last year when lhey lost
in the fust round. The guards also are better lhis year and do a majority
of their scoring. Khalid Reeves and Corey Williams, with the help of
the supporting cast, should lead Arizona 10 Charlotte.
Arkansas will be in your face wilh defense and this is the key for ahem
10 advance. Their full-court pressure has greatly improved and so has
their llefense in half-court situations. On offense, Damon SIOudarn,
guard, and Ray Owens, forward, do a major part of their scoring and
Corliss Williamson, forward, and Dwight Stewart. center, are forees 10
be reckoned with in the posL Arkansas will tough to beat.
Purdue has lhe best player in the country: Forward Glen Robi nson.
The ''Big Dog" will score consistently, but the Boilermakers will
advance only if his surrounding "pups" give him support.
Connecticut also has a player onlhe verge of becoming a full-fledged
superstar: Forward Don yell Marshall. They also have deplh wilh Brian
Fair, guard, Eric Hayward, guard, Kirldand King, forward, and Ray
Allen, forward. Point guard Doran Sheffen also gives them deep range
oo the jumper and court experience.
So there you have it. my piclcs for lhe big dance. See ya next week! I!
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Robin Orvino left Columbia
College G111duate School in 1991
wilh a Masters Degree in public
affairs journalism. Today, Orvino is the marketing coordinaiOr
for lhe inttmationally-based law
offices, Allheirner and Gray. Orvino works in Chicago, but the
offices span as far as Warsaw,
Prague, Kiev and Istanbul. In between graduation and the present,
Orvino has had various positions
in her field spanning from being
an assistant 10 being the Vice
President at Golub and Company.
She has also been a writer for the
Jud Goldman adaptive sailing
program and the coordina10r,
publicist and representative for
the Youth Network Council of

Chicago.
Orvino has written articles for
publications such as Yachting In
Chicago, the Chicago Sun Tlme1
and the Ukrainian Busln111

What made you decide to attend Columbia College for
graduate school?
!learned that Columbia College
had a
which was comto Northwestern's and
that. in some ways, it was better.
It was also less expensive.
What did you get the most out
or rrom your experience at
Columbia?
I believe I learned the most
during our study/work programs
in Springfield, Illinoi s and
Washing10n D.C. In bolh of these
arenas,! had 10 utilize everything
I was learning from Eric Lund
and Nick Shulman. Our class
consisted of very few students
and we received personalized and
focused attention. That, I believe
made lhe difference in my ability
10 achieve now.

How do JOa
reglstradoa?
Registration was
Lund organized evervtbilll:
ua. We didn't t.ve 10
anychaol.

What were 1010e or tbe more
helpful aspects or the school for
you?
The most helpful facilities were
the "real life" settings. Our journalism classrooms were like
working newsrooms and the
television studios were like
working on a live news seL
What was your lucky break Ia
landing a job In your field?
There is no such thing as a luclcy
break. I believe in the I've had
some success after the hard work,
determination and being at the
right place at the right time"
theory.

I did have long periods of unemployment in between some
jobs. What prospective
employers now perceive as positive auributes and experiences,
were not always considered so.
Many interviewers considered
my track record 100 sporadic because I had no longevity at one
fmn.
What's the best advice you
can orrer students?
You have 10 be very good at
what you do. Stand up for yourself when you know you are righL
Be versatile, flexible and

WE' LL HELP
YOU EARN
$30,000 FOR
COLLEGE.
Now the Army can help
you earn more than ever
before for college, if you
qualify ... up to $30,000
with the Montgomery GI
Bill Plus the Army College Fund.
This could be the perfect opportunity to earn
money you need for college and develop the
qualities that will help
you succeed once you get
therf'.
Por more information,
call your loca l Army
Recruiter.

Photos
by Penny Lawrence

Call (312) 922-5925

ARMY.
BE ALLYOU
CAN BE.

HANDS THAT SHAPE COLU MBIA
Celumblo eon... etudent Brooklynn Mlrlln Ilk.. I

CltiiiiiCI

claN undtr lht dlrttt.... of Mary

Wlult woaJd luiYe J011 clolle
lmprOYe tbe Kbool?
Scattered the timellhlt
started 10 alleviate the
problem.
How do JOU describe
morale or tbe ltlldeDtl
JOU were at Colambla?

Gin five words to
,.oarse~r.

Creative, determined,
ligent, sensitive and versatile.

What~ the tumiDg point
your life?
The turrting point in my
when I went to live,
study in Poland and
From lhen on, nothing
been the same and more
have opened for me.
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I write in regards to the hack
critics on your staff who reviewed
the movie Greedy. I had problems
with their story because, ftrst and
most importantly, it lacked
credibility and good journalism.
Secondly, it was a pretty good
movie.
When critiquing anything from
movies to books, it is important to
support any statement you make
with specifics. It is not good
enough to say that Phil Hartman is
the funniest part of the movie) How
about an example? It really appeared that you wanted to blast the
m o vie. What were t he other
strengths in the movie? Why was
MichaeiJ. Fox blasted by you when
his perfonnance in this was comparable to any of his prior roles?
W hy do you insinuate that TV
producers can't be wholesome or
honest? I suppose you don't believe
newspaper editors can be patient or
civil either.
The fact that I saw this movie
naturally helps me to see your lack
of credibility. I don'texpect you to

~~S .... :fAJ<~
A. l.~~~~-

)

The Clintons need to get real!
liY John Bigness
ClimqorulmJ

Anolher Republican plot to em-

bamss Bill and Hillary Clinton is
underway. Blame it on the 12 years
of "voodoo economics" or the
"decade of greed," but please,
lbl't say the Clintons are responsible for the charge that they
underpaid thousands of dollars on
their taxes.
"I don't think we owe any extra
taxes," the president (Bill, that is)
said, "but I'm not sure yet"
Not sure? Who does he think he
is? Ronald Reagan?

The Clintons may have underpaid
taxes by about $16,000 from 1980
to 1992, according to a study of
their tax returns to be published in
the April issu e of Money
magazine.
More than $8,000 of that comes
from what the audit found to be
questionable deductions related to
the Whitewater investment, the
magazine reports.
So what's all the fuss about?
Nobody cares about Whitewater.
The American public would rather
hear about Arkansas bimbos and
TonyaHarding. I mean,c'mon, it's
not like the Clintons took deduc-

tions for used underwear.
Unfortunately for the Clintons,
they may not get much sympathy
from those of us who are still trying
to figure this year's taxes. But, hey,
we don't have to worry about socialized medicine (oops, I mean
health care), national security and
what to serve for dinner at the
White House when the ambassador from Tanzania visits.
It might be a good idea for Bill
and Hillary to rethink any questionable deductions they plan to
make this year. So I offer them a
practical word of advice: No, no,

the poleteriat."

is one step under communism.
I was born in the United States
and it is my home. Everything I
have ever known is American and
I wouldn't want to live any place
where it is easy to end up in prison,

Learn about deadlines
Dear Mr. Cunningham,

no,no,no,no,no, no,no.

Guess what. When the socialist
party is in power, the KGB will be
refonned, under a different name
of course. If you insult or question
these commie socialists, you could
very well end up dead. When our
current government catches a spy,
all they get is a slap on the wrist in
comparison to what the Russian
KGB does to spies or political opponents.
You can still criticize the U.S.
government without the fear of execution. Don't believe one word
the socialist platfonn tells you.
They are communists with a nicer
sounding name.
America: Love it or leave it. We
love our freedom.
Naomi Stewart

Regardless of the class of people
involved, dictatorship is wrong and 11
being poor or oppressed by a
go vernment (in the socialist
opinion) is no excuse for taking
over the government Hitler used
the same excuses for starting the or where citizens are made to vote
nazi party, which are just as bad as for a certain candidate in fears of
communism. To me, it's the same retaliation, death or denial of the
!bing.
basic rights we have here.
I am against any political party
Do you (readers) believe these
or philosophy that endangers or in- socialists 1communists will allow
sults the U.S. government Sure, you to criticize their leadership?
thece are problems in our system, Allowyoutoownyourownhome?
llldimeanseriousones, but9JCialism Or let you avoid a political life?
SOURCES AND DESTINATIONS OF THE AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE TO THE AMERICAS

America: love
it or leave it."

._..
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James D. Cunningham

Editors resp on se

Socialists need patriotism I
In re8pOIISC to the new 9JCialistclub:
According to my dictionary,
IDCialism is the "construction of the
lll8lerial base for marxist-leninist
communism under the dietataship of

like the movie, but be objective. I
don't enjoy Citizen Kane, but I
recognize it as a technical masterpiece.
I definitely don't see Gr~edy as
predictable and boring! I'm sure
you knew that Danny hired an actor
to play his father, or that Uncle Joe
was broke, but really wasn' t.
Naturally, you knew about Uncle
Joe's other secret revealed at the
end of the film. I'm not saying this
is better than Schindler's List, or
that it should win an Oscar. It was
probably two and a half stars,
which at the very least makes it
worth renting the video. I guess it
didn't have enough explosions or
sex in it to deem exciting by the two
of you. I say thumbs up, go see it
and I'm sure o lder moviegoers will
think even better of it. I also think
the Chronicle should either get two
critics that know what they're talking about or just not review movies.
The student organizations could
probab l y use more expos ure
anyway.

Sorry, we didn' 1 realize that your
opinion was the end all be all offilm
critique.
You suggested that the Chronicle
get itself some film critics "that
know what they were talking
about." So, we asked you to do it.
Unfortunately, your chance to
review was wasted, much like the
paper that we received your pantwetting letter on. For you blew off
your assignment to review The
Papu and then your reassignment
to review Naked Gun 33 113.
Talk about a "lack of
credibility." Thanks for letting us
know you ditched your assignment.
We were terribly disappointed you
couldn't mend the error of our
ways. We at the Chronicle get a
kick out of self righteous info-bu/-

lies who think they know every way
to improve the paper, yet are totally
unwilling to lend a hand in doing
so.
The reason why Mistress Venus
and I wrote the review was simply
because there are too many other
people like yourself who agree to
take assignments and then don' 1
turn them in. Grise/, Michel,l.Aura,
Sergio, Ken, Joe, Matt and Tracy
cannot write the entire paper by
themselves.
In closing, when you become the
posterchild of "good journalism,"
give us a call. Actually, you won' 1
have to because we' II just look out
the window and see the pigs flying
for ourselves. Here's a hint: good
journalists get their stories in on
time.

Victoria Sheridan
Assignment Editor

We welcome new dean
This letter is in response to the
article printed in the Chronicle
March 21, 1994, "New dean appointed," by Michel Schwartz.

We are the people who wrote the
pester about what is to become of
Mark Kelly. It is beyond our comprehension how o ur concern for a
person who has done so much at
Columbia College has been misconstrued as a hate campaign
against the new dean. We are truly

saddened that the Chronicle, along
with some of the higher echelon of
this school, would stoop to such a
level. As we state in our flyer, our
only concern is that Mark Kelly be
given the respect and common
consideration that he deserves. Our
goal was to make students aware of
an unfortunate situation, not to attack another human being whom
we have never met.
Marisol Torres and Other
Concerned Students

THE CHRONICLE
WANTS YOU!
You've read The Chronicle and
whether you've enjoyed it or
complained about it, now is your
chance to be a part of it. We are
looking for a few students to be
freelance writers, photographers
and cartooni sts.
Ifinterested, call The Chronicle
at (312) 663-1600 ext 343, or
stop by our office located in the
Wabash building Room 802.

. ·.. ·

}----:~~=In support of Grise) Y. Acosta's Minority Speak Out on March 21 on the Latino-African connection,
here's an illuminating little map from The C111t1bridge Encyclopedia of lAtin America and the
Ccril1bun (New York: Press Syndicate of the University of Cambridge, 1992), page 139.
Marcos Suerio
Center for Black Research

- -- - '

The ,.;..,.., <'XIll't'\\t'd ou the Editorial page' ol The
( hrouit le do uot exprt'" tho\t' ol Columbia Collt'J:t',
tile iollrlltili\111 tfepartmellf or Tile Cilro11ide.
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Janusz Kaminski: flying high
By Sergio Barreto
SlllffWritn

Janusz Kaminski, a 1987 Columbia graduate, recently grabbed one
of the seven statuettes earned by
Schindler's List at the 1993
Academy Awards.
"I was under the impression that
Conrad Hall was going to win for
Searching for Bobby Fischer,"
said the 35-year-old cinematographer. "When they called my
name, it was like walking on a
cloud."
"They put all the cinematographers together in one row. Next to
me was Stuart Dryburgh (The
Pialw). When they called my name,
he just said, 'Congratulations, • and
I was like, whoa baby, I'm flying!"
Kaminsld, who was born in Poland,
came to Columbia in 1982. He
wanted to be a movie director, for
ego reasons, but feU in love with
cinarnatography while working on
his fust student film. "Now I don't
want any other job." he said.
He earned his fust credit as a
cinematographer in Grim Praltie
Taler (1988), an independent
production starring James Earl

Jones.
The chance to work with Spielberg came along in 1991. "I shot a

television movie with Dia ne
Keaton called Wild Flower," he
said. "Steven saw it and he liked the
photography . He offered me
another television movie, called
Clan o/'61, and then he offered me
Schindler'• List."
Kamin ski described working
with Spielberg as, "A high every
day. He's the most brilliant,
knowledgeable filmmaker. He understands emotions; he has lots of
confidence, he's a great human
being. You'll never hear anything
bad about him from me."
"We both went through changes
while doing thu film, through perronal realization. The subject was
full of peraonal validations for both
of us."
Schindler'• Lilt deals with the

Holocaust and it is the fust black
and white film to win an Oscar for
cinematography in 28 years.
Kaminski's current project is Uttle Giant, a Warner production
about kids playing football. Such a
radical change of style does not
bother him. "I love black and white
photography, but you don't always
have a chance to do it It depends on
the story you're working with."
Kaminski will soon be joined by The cast ofGirl Party Includes (clockwise from top left) Czarina Cruz (Carolyn), P~mela DeLucia (Mary
another Columbia graduale, Maida Beth), Elizabeth West (Diane), Terl L. Clark (Georgia), Janet Walker (Pat), Elaine Dame (ferry) and
Sussmann, who will be working as (bottom) Kristen Swanson (Allison).
a photo intern on Uttl• Giani. "I
decided to pick a student from
Diane and Georgia (Elizabeth lison and Teri become close. In
By Scott Molenhouse
Columbia," he said. "I made certain
West and Teri L. Clark); Carolyn fact, Allison is later invited to stay
SlllffWrikr
requirements: I wanted either a
(Czarina Mirani); Mary Beth the night Mary Beth and Carolyn
woman, a minority or an underIt's a game oflife' s hidden truths (Pamela DeLucia) and Alison also become close aftec a dare they
privileged person." He looked in David Dillon's follow up to the (Kristen Swanson).
had to sensually kiss each other,
through a number of resumes and long running gay comedy "Party,"
The play opens with most of the they later exchange phone ownpicked two, both of which were called "Girl Party" now playing at friends being a liu!e bit shy about ben. The only one left out is Pat,
submitted by women. "Of the two, the Theatre Building at 1225 W. playing the game for fear of what the hostess, who gets credit from
Maida was the best qualified."
might happen. But the game gets everyone for bringing them all
Clark.
Kaminski's career offers positive
The play, co-authored by Vir- going with mostly truth questions. together.
.
proof that one does not have to be a
The ice is soon broken by the
As this play comes to a close, all
ginia Smiley is virtually the same
good photographer in order to be a
as "Party'' (the all male version by most shy of them all, Mary Beth, the women come together for a
good cinematographer. He never
the same company). The plot is who is forced to give a .sensuaJ toastas''WeareFamily,"bySllt•r
took, and still does not take, still
unchanged, only the genders have massage to Pat, the hostess. From Sledgeblaresthrougbouttheapanphotographs. "!just got my fuststill
there, everyone becomes very ment The toast goes up with all the
been reversed.
camera for Christmas, which is
In this version, seven lesbians "open" as shirts are forced off in friends chanting aloud, "To
sure-shot, aUIO-focus. It had to be,
women!"
gather to try a new party game the process.
Girl Party is a great comedy that
As the friends tell more of them~:.!cause I always take still pictures
called, "Fact, Fantasy, FICtion or
out of focus, even with automatic
Flip," which is almost the same selves, continued secrets are provides laughs as well as a posicameras. There must be something game as truth or dare. This game revealed as everyone fmds out that tive window into the gay culture.
wrong with me."
was a river overflowing with feel- Geagia and Diane, a couple for six
Kaminski Stated that light is the
Performances for Girl Party are
ings to be expressed, secrets to be years, once participated in a
most important part of a
exposed, and sexuality and sen- threesome with Carolyn. the one Thursdays and Fridays at 7 p.m.
cinematographer's work. "Experiforced to give up the secret
and Sundays at 3 p.m. Tickets are
suality to be explored.
ment with light, expose the film,
As the room warms, a meeting $17 for Thursdays and Sundays.
Those attending the pany inupgrade the camera and frame it,"
cluded: Pat (Janet E. Walker), the place type of atmosphere takes and $18 for Fridays. Box office:
he said. ''Cinematographers have to
hostess and ex-nun; Pat's roornate over as the seven women start to (312) 871-3300.
learn to express themselves through
Terry (Elaine Dame); the couple form couples with each other. AI- w::~:..=.;...:...:c:.:.:.:...._ _ __ _
lighting."
His advice to film student is,
"Keep being film students. Don't
worry about money. When you start
worrying about how much you're
making, that's the wrong attitude.
works such as Gary Minnix's
Keep making small film s and
Stra11g1 Attroctors/RI4tll•d
videos, and the money will come."
Bosilu caught minds and eyes,
"Be patient," he finalized. "Give
and Columbia College teacher
yourself 10 years. Nothing is going
Stephen (Marc) Smith's comto happen sooner. I graduated in
puter generated negatives on
1987 and I think I made it pretty
reprints served as 1 view into tho
damn fast."
technolOJIY that photographers
now have It their disposal.
There were color photos and
black and white photos. There
were imiiBCS of pooplo, places
and objects. There were even
One thing that the producers for
Animal Bag do not seem to realsome powerful food photos that
ize is it helps if a band ha., some
modo comments about verbal
popularity before relcusi ng u
abuse. Diffcront peoplo were inmini·CD. Aile• In Chains' CP,
terested In different Images.
Terrillanson (ldt) and Lynn Anderson look at photos on
JarofJIIur, lw selling through the
Each person had an opinion, just
roof only because of the <lie-hurd
Andy Phil at The Chicago Cultural Center unlll May 8th.
as each photographer had an
following the band h:L, umu.,sed
opinion when he/She decided 10
over the ycars.
whcro tho works of 14 Chicago
By Lisa A. Adds
dothowock.
photogrophcrs aro on display.
Sill({ Plwl"'lr•plocr
The same ~u nnot he 1111id for
Perhaps opinion defines a
Tho lmllllo& rongo from conphotograph orpcrllaps thorc Is no
Animal/Jar. It would he news to
After
vi ewing
Broad
croto, pen10nul photos such as the
this reviewer If they lwvc ever
definition and Its limits are ins,ctrum , tho exhibit Ill tho
Mothtrl Day Dilalttr/Uvlfll
graced the uirwuves of Chlcugo.
finite. Smith says that ho has
Chicago Culturul Contcr, locutcd
Room by Anaota Kelly and
novor found It Important to
And if they did It probably WIIH
ut 77 E. Rundolph, tho unswcr tu
8ur11l111 CIIOIIIItl and My
dofino what photoar-plly Is and
on WCKO - It doesn't huvc to be
whut oonnes u photogruph IIOOITIS
J•wlsll Vuw1, by Jay Wollal to
he moy bo r\aht.
llood to be a clunic.
to be us brou<lll'l tho techniques
symbolic works llko Silvia A.
Ok, AnlmaiiJag ls not thut bud.
For a vlower. tho OJthlblt socves
u!Kld to moke the lmugcs.
Mnlt~~~rlno's Tilt Sutll and
In fact, they ore 11 very talented
u M oyooponor to all tho infinite
"lt'a ull In tho oyo or tho bo·
simple work such u tho nature
band. The only problem ill thut
posslbllltlo! a pholosniclhcr has
holder," 1orvos us u rolovunt
1u1d lundsciiPO photoa by Kenwithin hl~ arup.
See Animal
phr11110 upon ontorln11 t11o room
neth Josophi!On. MOC'C c:ompiOJt
pase&

"NoThanks" to Offering
By Joseph Schrank
N<WtUitor

If your idea of music enjoyment
i" li"tening to another '90s band
that w undJI like a throwback to
the '60twr '7011, then Animal/lag
is right up your alley.
With their second relcai!C, Of·
Jerln11. Anlmalllufl jumpNon the
bandwagon that is fa~t becoming
a token ¥CNture, or a marketer'•
wet dreilfn, of bund• putting out
mini ..CO.. By pumpin11 down the
production CO!It.ol, grudy re<:ord
producers and bandJI Cllpitall7-e
on fana' eajlerncu for new
rnaJUial. The .ad p-..n for the run•
i1 that only about one: in 10 CP•
Ia worth the materi a l It I•
recorded on.

Exhibit turns heads at Cultural Center
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Alicia Stark, managing editor and Michael Keaton as Henry Hackett,
metro editor for a New York newspaper.

ThePaperis non-stop
By Michele Deckard
Comspoltllmt

TM Paper, directed by Ron
Howard, is a fast-paced hysterical
comedy-drama that keeps the
audience on the edge of their seats.
The hysteria occurs within a
24-bour period in which a New
York tabloid newspaper called the
SIUI is struggling to be recognized
above and beyond its competitor,
thcSellllnel. The movie is hot and
heavy, full of hectic hospital emergencies, deadlines, sentimental
family matters and a brutal fight
between Assistant Managing
Editor Henry Hackett (Michael
Keaton) and Managing Editor,
Alicia Clark (Glenn Close). As the
film progresses, the characters are
subjected to many toilsome
decisions. This day becomes a
turning point in Keaton' s marriage
and work-life.
He frantically searches for ways
· to improve the paper. Eventually,
he goes to extremes by stealing
information from the competition.
Between the ups and downs of the
day,_Keaton is turned on sexually
by p&one calls from his pregnant
wife, Martha (Marisa Tomei), who
is an ex-reporter. Tomei 's interruptions throughout the day are
crucial because she discovers information that changes the next

day's front page story. Unfortunately, Hackett's superior,
Clark, refuses to change the story
until all facts are completed and
confmned.
Close plays the ideal coldhearted, insensitive editor that
ruins even the brightest day. Although Keaton and Oose literally
destroy each other physically,
their editor, Bernie White (Robert
Duvall), successfully keeps the
newsroom from starting World
War
By the end of the day,
instead of being a typical hardnosed reporter, each character
evolves into a respectable journalist who grabs the viewers' heart.
Ron Howard has created four
unforgettable personalities and the
actors are able to convey all the
little quirks of real people.
The Paper is a must-see movie
that reminds aspiring journalists
how it feels to write good stories
they believe in and how important
it is to make crucial deadlines.

m.

Photo by Lisa Adds

By Matt Kurten
Fmhms Editor

The driving, mesmerizing, and at
times, meandering sound of The
Drovers pierced the air of the
Hokin Annex, transporting the
audience to the green, roughly
carved countryside of Ireland, for
a special SL Patrick's Day performance.
The Drovers, native Chicagoans,
came home for a scheduled tour
stop on their current three month
swing to promote their new fourtrsck release, "Kill Mice Elf' a
play on words that bassist and lead
vocalist David Callahan described
as," the sequel to "Thank You for
Letting Me Be Mice Elf," a song
written by Sly and the Family
Stone to a woman from a man in
which he is thanking her for letting
him be himself. But The Drovers
have added a trsgic twist to this
the me , " [the man' s situation]
doesn 't tum out so well, so he has
to kill himself." Callahan claims it
isn 't as morose as it sounds, "it's
more tongue-in-cheek - actually
it 's h~l f tongue-in-cheek, half selfpity and half self-flatuation." The
fractions may not add up correctly,
but 150% may be a summation of

j

The Paper

Universal Pictures
Directed by: Ron Howard
Cast:
Michael Keaton- Henry Hackett
Glenn Close-Alicia Clark
Robert Duvall-Bernie White

Sphinx fiZZles at Avalon

the effort The Drovers have put
into their success.
That success relies heavily on
their sound, a complimentary
meshing of drums, Irish folk fiddle
and driving guitars that doesn' t
leave much empty space. This
came to fruition from a number of
influences. Each member of the
band came in with their own, but
some of the common threads are

The Beatles, Bob Dylan, Pink
Floyd and Led Zeppelin. Howe ver, Callahan said he i sn ' t
necessarily influenced by this
music alone, "I think I'm influenced, like a lot of people, by
just about everything I hear. The
good, the bad, all that." Band members Shawn Cleland and Mike
Kirkpatrick have similar backg rounds of se veral years spent
playing traditional Irish music.
This experience adds the defmi ti ve
Irish flavor to their sound. ''The
trsditional influences are actually
trsditional rather than something
like The Pogues or The Levellers,"
e xpla in e d C allahan. He a ls o
fingered Charles Mingus, Miles
Davis and with intentional humorbasketba ll (namely, Da B ulls).
Callahan, a man of concise words,
labeled The Drovers' sound as,

"My favorite." Modesty aside , the
unmistakable sound of T hr
Drovers has limitless possibiliues.
The future for Drovers includes
the completion of a new LP in the
summer for release neltt fall and
continued touring, ''We just drove
up from Athens, Georgia. It was
great, we played the 40-Watt Club.
Mary Berry, wife of REM's drumm er Bill Berry, or soon-to-be
ex-wife, was at the show and she
loved it." Seeming enthused about
their recent show he continued,
"There was about 200 people,
which is great for the first time at
the 40-Watt Club, where we've
never played before."
Aside from the club appearances, Callahan mentioned several
large-scale events that support
their exposure to the music scene,
"We're going to be at The New
Music Seminar in New York, the
River Festival in Iowa C ity along
with bands De La Soul and Dig,
and the CMJ Convention next
fall." Callahan said the band won't
be back in town for another show
for so me time , and hoped that
everyone had a chance to see them
at the Metro with Crabdaddy, a
band o ut of Athens, Georgia, the
evening of St Patrick's day.

Artist reveals himself in his work
By Beth Geisler
Correspondent

Photo

Sphinx performing live at the Avalon March 19

By Grisel Y. Acosta
Comspollllnlt

L<-ng-haired men with goatees

and women with bleached locks
and sports bras were plentiful at
the Avalon on March 19. They all
eagerly awaited the rock band,
Sphinx, who performed at 1 a.m.
Everyone in Sphinx knows how
to make music and they aren' t to·
tally boring to watch, but they lack
originality and do not stand out
from the vast sea of rock performers . Not on ly do e s e a ch
member have the infamous long
rock-star hair, bu t one could
probably time each of their songs,
and the guitar solo always started
at the same moment.
The concertconsisted of no more
than six or seven songs. The lead

singer doomed himself to cliche
hell when he announced that the
next song would be, "about waking
up in the morning after a night of
too many beers and too many bong
hits. It's called, OutofMyHead."
With so few songs to choose from
and so little creativity, it wasn't
surprising that the crowd began to
diminish.
Later, the band tried to expose
their deep side by playing Happy ,
which preaches togetherness. This
earned them some points for not
being afraid to show that they actually have brains and can sing
about something other than their
life as rock musicians.

See Sphinx
page 8

Artist Cal Kowal revealed an
emotional g limpse of h im se lf
through his series WORDS OF
V I SION on M a rc h 3 , in th e
Museum West Gallery in the 600
Michigan building.
Kowal is originally from Chicago
and received his bachelor's degree
in art and architectural history from
th e U niversity o f Illin o i s at
Chicago, and his master's degree in
photography from the Institute of
Design at the Illinois Institute of
Techno logy in Chicago.
He current! y teaches fine art, communication design and fo undations
at The Art Academy of Cincinnati
in the Cinc innati Art Museum .
Kowal's work is described as exp e rime nta l assemb lag es: a
combination of photographs, paint,
wood and found objects.
Kowal opened with a comment
about Michigan Avenue, wishing
for more art work representing the

Midwest, stating that he, being
from C hicago, believes art changes
life .
Lights went out and Kowal went
through several photographs, clicking o n the slide projection that
captured his changing tho ughts
and influences through the years. In
1975, Kowa l c omp l e t e d a
documentary book, A Book F ull of
Spoons, where he followed around
a music ian whose instrume nts
were spoons. He followed this up
with the docume ntary book, TShlrts are Tacky. Kowal stated that
it is important to capture modem
influences and keep them on m e.
He moved onto two dimensional
a nd three dimensio nal s ur face
presenta tions whe re the pho tog raphs seemed to be the le ast
prominent piece of a created sculpture. Kowal laid photographs on
top of crump led painted paper,
the n rephotog raphed the photo,
creating another image.
When Kowal was going through
his divorce, his art pieces reflected

broken and colored houses, capturing the essence of home. "I often
think of my work and myself as
be i ng
some
kind
of
'juxtacomposer,' a walking concrete poet in three dimension where
all the forms relate and all the images feed off each other,'' said
Kowal. " I like assemblages that
imply a mental process as well as
the aesthetic object. Underneath all
of these pictures, there is always
another picture. These assemblages
are really about memory and how
we go forth in life."
C urr e n t ly o n displa y at the
museum are two wall pieces, ' 'Time
Frame," and " Who Will Remember," both commentaries on what
happens now that somebody is
dead. Kowal states, "This is a picture; it is of something; it may mean
this or that; it can refer, influence,
enlighten or even bore you to death.
It is there to give you frustration,
despair, bewilderment, to evoke
memory. deal with mystery, insight
or enigma."
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Animal

No lights, action

be reckoned with in the near future but only if their exceptional
frompage6
musical talent shifts In another
what they have to offer is nothing direction.
By Sergio Barreto
The comparisons made between
St#ff Wriltr
that has not been heard before, ad
A.nlmaiBagandLid~pJHUn by
infinitum.
some
reviewers
is
like
comparing
"Being told that you have turned
Ojf1riltg contains seven songs
in unusable footage is the most
that were recorded during a short apples and oranges. Sure, there is
a
similarity
in
A.nlm4/
Bag'•
devastating
news a cinematogbreak in A.nlmal Bat's tour suprapher can receive," said Andrew
porting its f~nt release, Animal music to ZlpJHUII but not the
same feeling. And to tho best of
Laszlo. But worse yet is to have to
Bag. It was recorded on an Smy knowledge, Lid Z1pp111n
go to the director or producer and
track in producer Ron Days' never released a mlni-EP.
say, "Listen, I got something to tell
living room.
you."
The liack cover of Ojftriltg
Fortunately, this experience has
Sphinx
would lead listeners to believe
not been common in the 30-year
that the EP was not heavily
frompage7
career of cinematographer Andrew
produced, but one run through
Laszlo, who addressed Columbia
should dispell that notion.
Actually, it's the lead singer and College film and photography
Highlights on Olf•riltg include the lead guitarist that give Sphinx majors in a two-day seminar spancovers of J•tltro TuU'1 Dun its better qualities. The singer's sored by Kodak.
RbtgUI, Crosby, Stills, Ntuh atld voice is very strong yet mellowThe workshop, which took place
Yount's Wood1nShlps and one sounding. The guitarist. who looks recently, featured tips on finding
original, MotMttt.
like a cross between Eddie Van employment by Columbia film
Lead vocalist, Luke Edwards,
Halen and Angus Young, is very professor Skip Landen; a showing
struggles valiantly through Dlltl comfortable on the guitar and of new photo stock and equipment
RbtgUI, but his soft, almost whindelivers with precision.
developed by Kodak; and a promoing tone casries much better on
Oneofthehighlightsoftheshow tiona! film on the company's
Woodtn Shlp1.
was when they played Thl iMovative digital technology sysBtatlts' song Rnolutlo11. They tern, Cineon. But it was Laszlo,
sounded great and almost exactly offering advice, as well as aneclike the Fab Four, unlike some dotes, that brought the most flavor,
bands that cover a song and can't and infonnation, to the event.
match the quality of the original.
Laszlo made it clear to students
Still, one would hope that when a how lucky they were since there
band covers a song, they would add were no such things as film or photo
their own little twist There was no college departments when he and
such luck in Sphinx's case.
most veteran Hollywood Cillftsmen
Sphinx's stage presence is lively started their careers. "Back then,
without being annoying. The lead you had to struggle to get an apsinger is always moving around prenticeship," he said. "I was lucky
andflippinghishair,whilethebass that I got paid, most crafts didn't
and guitar players sway and make The only equipment the company
those funny facial expressions that trusted me with was a broom."
musicians make. Theonlyproblem
Laszlo was born in Sombor,
isthattheyinsistonbumingstrong Yugoslavia, in 1926. He moved
With the exception of MotMnl,
incense that can have a sedating with his family to Hungary, then
where guilarist Rich Parris really
shines in an altemale tuning comeffect on the audience.
emigratedtotheU.S. in I946.After
Then again, everyone could have his apprenticeship, he began his
parative to some of Jltrlmy
been so sleepy because it was 2 motion picture career on television
Pagt'l best walk, Ojftriltg is lita.m. when the concert finall) with Thl PhU SUv.rr Show and
tle better than sleeping music.
Animal Bag may be a force to
ended.
. NIIUd City.
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~\:: .. ?I" in the evem.s.

There i1 a di rrerence
between graffiti and
graffiti art. Oratriti
destroya valuable property
and cau1e1 financial
damage:. Oraffiti art iJ a
beautiful
medium
expru'led by urban youth
with no other outlet.
C'hicago ahould pwvide a
patrrti wall about a mile
looJ fflf kid• to ditplay
llt1o•tic talent.

Tnvd llrocllwa. For
-c->1 •
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rroe cifL 1 (100) 93~2111. 6S
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only reuon why
people would condemn
graffiti art would be If it
wu illeJ*IIY spruycd on
someone el ~e's property.
People contider that to be
vandaliam. Apart from
that, graffiti is definitely a
form of art jull like
painting, only there'1
nobody who would make
an oil palntln11 on their
g.arage door.

A ....ani

catlep .,. ODd 37+
(701) 13S.S376.

Bubble lettc111 and fancy
lctterurc beautiful araffiti,
but
ina and aana
not lilt.

ror r........ film. Call

His firstbig acreeo a.ignmaJt was
OM PolllkJ, Two PoltlltJ, a liUle

remembered independent produc-

tion. His first p-esdgious welt was
also Francil Coppola's blg-lliudio
debut, You'nalll61l11J Now.

With Waller Hill'a Tlt1 Wanton
(1979), Laszlo llar1ed to experiment with little-10111Ctimea aimoll
no-lighting. He took thoae experiments further with another Walter
Hill film, South"" Coll4{ort
(1982). "That was one of my
favorite projecta," Laszlo said. "It
was one of the first attempcs at an
anti-Vietnam picture.
"Sometimes you want to
deteriorate the look of the film," he
adds.SollllllntCo"'fortwuacue
in point The stay deall with National Guardlmen who get lost in
the Louisiana swamps and end up
in a bloody conflict with "natives,"
a situation that draws a clear parallel with U.S. involvement in
Vietnam.
"I didn't want this film to look
preuy," Laszlo said. He shot most
of it with natural light. Whenever
electric lights were used, "the goal
was to make it look like nothing
[electric] was used. The light crew
got very bored. They felt UJeless."
Laszlo's work on Southtrll
Colllfort also goes to show how
strongly the cinematographer's
work can alter a film's production
process. "Contrary to what most
people think, swamps are gorgeous, full ofvegetation and color,•
he said; "but in winter, all vegetation dies, and they tum almost
monochromatic." To achieVe the
gritty look he and director Hill
agreed on, the whole prodoctioo
was ~scheduled so that shooting
took place during winrer.
Such aesthetic decisions can
bring about trouble. This occumd
HELP WANI tJMS$S$S$$U$
filii IIIIIOiphore wbilc eamina
era& put.a- - r . Wen wilb ccber
Columllia IIIUdalla lelemabciaa. Call S09• 171 M·P days only, 20-39 boan1weeL
Wort iD

perfect

•••

I

during lhe lboodna f:A Flnl

.lood

(1982), wblcb u.oduced Villllam
vet Rambo to the bii acre& "We
had a problem cluriDIIbe tllmiDa of
that," Luzlo laid, "becaallc a bia
IW'a [Sylvesrer Stalloao'a] flee
could hardly be-..
Wortdllg on 1987'al,.,.,,
Luzlo helped bia apeclal eftecll
team win an Acldcmy Awant. Thlt
film wu highly clopendlnt 011 in-

camera apeclai effecll; once they
are shot, that Ia the way they are.
Laszlo il WU)' lbout lhe up-andcoming digital ~. whiclJ

involves

computer-induced

manipulalion of imapl ion& aft«
they have been lbot.

"Digital il an extremo1y important new plateau," be aald,
"comparable to the lntroduclion of
sound and, laltz, color In modon
pictures.

But be worriea, "Amcinematographers going to end updoiaa wort
that will then be altered by IOIIlCone in a workstation? In IOII1C
respects, [digital] ICarel me. We
don't know bow far it can go."
Laszlo stressea how competitive
the cinematography field il, and
adds that for college gr1ldl it ill even
worse. "When your clau
graduates," he admooilhea the
audience, "not only will there be
more competition dumped on the
market, but you will almldy kttow
some of your eompctilion."
Laszlo S1llteS that "altbongh the
financial end of filmmaking has
been very good to me, it was no
motivation" at lhe beginulng of his
career; "' even developed my own
chemicals, becauseI was soexcited
by my wort." His main advic:e to
prospective cinernatognlphe ilan
ages-old one: 1'0Cil eommitmeot
to what you're doing."
Hear that, class f:A 1994?
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Yet, I believe it Is ott.
the ability to express
many forma and
rccoanlzed for it . I believe
that maate111 of art would
not complain about auch
work be Ina preaented
alnce they themulvea
have done murah In
bulldlnJIIIInd outalde that
we have atudlcd.

lriWIIba wodd fnol ~s-o
Hawoii, Alia) lllayl a.y"' +

,

...........
*b• a.....l.caal
Call
051

Yes and No. It is art by its
visual content, but it's
di srcspcc:tful to tho owners
of the buildina. which
makes it a radical display
of aomethina that holcla 10
muoh value, like lOll: it Is
a bcoutiful thlna but can
also be taken too fir (like
mlclact porno).
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